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a great place to start is with 
° oge e 

one of the most diversified companies 
° 

in the world. Westinghouse thinks its responsibili- tems approach to provide better 
ties are as big as its capabilities— medical care for more people. Ex- 

and that’s big. ample: electronic equipment that 
And when you're in everything from lets nurses monitor the hearts of 

computers to urban development, to eight patients simultaneously. 
medical science, to mass transit, to Nuclear Power: Westinghouse 
oceanography —there’s action. For leads the way in nuclear power gen- 
example... eration. Seven nuclear plants in op- 

Transportation: Our computerized eration, 34 in various stages of de- 
transit systems can operate on a 90- sign. We’re working on a breeder 
second schedule, and meet the reactor to keep us ahead. 
transportation needs of many cities. That’s a sampling. We’re just get- 

Urban Development: Our new con- ting started. If you’d like to help us 
struction concepts will provide bet- engineer a better world, talk with our 
ter communities across the country. campus recruiter. Or write Luke 
Projects are planned or underway in Noggle, Westinghouse Education 
30 major cities. Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221. An 

Health Care: We are using a sys- equal opportunity employer. 

og ong ° 

You can be sure...if it's Westinghouse ()



Se  _—sCOWe're assigned a project, we look at the 

4 :  ____ _ overall problem first. Everyone 
- | "=~ —__ contributes his ideas. Then each of us 
— | a , takes over his own part of the project 
_ | _- and is responsible for designing 
i. are c.U circuitry that's compatible with the 

ee | stem” 
[_ 2... | Computer-aided design 
_  -“«z * — = 
| 4 a -— Doug regards the computer as his 
aa ; soe most valuable tool. “It does all of the 

Doug Taylor ee routine calculations that could other- 
got his B.S. degree wise take hours. I can test a design 

in Electronics Engineering “| idea by putting all of the factors into a 
in 1967. » Ss computer. And get an answer almost 

Doug is already a senior associate instantly. So I can devote most of my 
engineer in Advanced Technology at energies to creative thinking. It's an 
IBM. His job: designing large-scale ideal setup. 
integrated circuits that will go into Visit your placement office 
computers five to ten years from now. Doug's is just one example of the 

The challenge of LSI many opportunities in engineering and 
“Most of today’s computers,""Doug iene at ou: For oe information, 

points out, “use hybrid integrated visityour pacementomee, 
Circuits. But large-scale integration 
(LSI) circuit technology iseven more | AM Equal Opportunity Employer 
complicated. I have to design a great 
many more components and connec- 
tions onto a tiny monolithic chip. 

“T'm one of a five-man team. When 
© 

“I'm helping to adv. LSI technology.” m helping to advance echnology: 
Hea a oS 
t . - SS ” ; 
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It’s tempting fora company to stockpile good people. 
Keep them puttering away at something or other. Often 
for months. 

But we think that’s an awful waste of time. At the crucial 
point in your career. The beginning. 

So, the day you start working for Celanese is the day you 
start a productive, meaningful career. No long training pro- 
grams. No red tape. You'll learn the job as you advance in 
it. And you'll advance just as fast as you'll let us move you 
along. Frankly, our plans for the future won’t let us waste 
talented people by keeping them stuck in a slot. 

If you have a degree in chemistry, chemical or mechanical 

engineering, industrial engineering or accounting, we have 
a lot to offer you. Like interesting projects. Rewards based 
solely on performance. How far you go, of course, depends 
a lot on you. On your ability, imagination, and a little plain 
hard work. 

If this sounds like a company you'd like to work for, 
please write to: John Kuhn, Manager of University Relations, 
522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10036. 

eC. An equal opportunity employer 
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“Chief right. NCR h faster!” let rignt. computer mucn faster! 
Although we haven't really tried to see what our computers could do with smoke signals, NCR engineers have 
made some amazing things happen. 

Consider our NCR printer, for example. The hammers are actually put into free flight, like ballistic missiles, 
and stopped by precisely adjustable controls. During their movement in free flight, they reach an accelera- 
tion many times as great as that of a rocket lifting off its launching pad. These hammers contact the paper 
less than 100 millionths of a second. 

If that kind of technology goes into our computer peripherals, consider the engineering of our computers 
themselves. Isn't this the kind of work you’d find interesting? See the NCR representative when he visits your 

campus. Or write: William G. Benner, Coordinator College Relations 
The National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio 45409 

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F 
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The problem: lifesaving clinical tests rr {{{ / ‘iN \ i 
of blood, urine and spinal fluid may take Nit \ \\ 1 ' Mi 
technicians hours to perform using tra- KS Hh i 
ditional methods. Ni} ns PPIX Yj Hy) I) Ai pele) | 
The possible solution: design a virtu- AN ‘ i : 2 a anys My) 11, in i 

ally complete chemical laboratory in a ane Y H li) 
desk-sized cabinet that will perform a \ AN Z Wt) 
variety of clinical tests automatically, N ’ \ ZB } 
accurately, quickly. INMYS i Z LG My, 
The result: Du Pont’s Automatic ‘N NS Z Ze Wg CLL) 

Clinical Analyzer, the end-product of a. \ . Za ‘GE Ya £ 
years of cooperation and problem solving S SS tS ‘| ee a ee a 

among engineering physicists, biochem- “Cl oa, aoe + 
ists, electromechanical designers, com- ~ SS ss 
puter specialists and many, many others. 3 SS == Se E:. 
The heart of the instrument is a trans- iS SSS = zi 

parent, postcard-sized reagent packet : SS Be eae Ze 
that functions as a reaction chamber and 8 SS R SZ boy 
optical cell for a computer-controlled ae SS 2 Bi 
analysis of specimens. a = es Z e 
Separate packs—made of a chemically sk Ss | = ZB 2 

inert, optically clear plastic—are designed oes SSo> 5 sea g oy 
for a variety of tests. And each pack is Sy Eg eS 
supplied with a binary code to instruct SS a oo 
the analyzer. Packs for certain tests also Le Ze, 
contain individual disposable chroma- : 3 on Lae 
tographic columns to isolate specific SZ ZS 

constituents or molecular weight frac- “ EZ Y 
tions on the sample. = <a 

In operation, the analyzer automatically e 
injects the sample and diluent into each ig 
pack, mixes the reagents, waits a preset SSS 
time for the reaction, then forms a precise a SS ie p 
optical cell within the walls of the trans- “Ss = ee “EZ 
parent pack and measures the reaction 2S ——— | Z eo, “<Z 
photometrically. “3S = we ( SS Za HG 

A built-in solid-state computer monitors TS === ee EE 4 
the operation, calculates the concentra- = —— Se ae 
tion value for each test and prints out a = = = a 
report sheet for each sample. The instru- == = : = Bas 
ment is capable of handling 30 differ- = = —— Fs 
ent tests, the chemistry procedures for = = — aan 
ten of which have already been devel- —— = “= a 
oped. The first test result is ready in SS ee ss es 
about seven minutes. And in continuous 3 = — Boe 
operation, successive test results are —S = cE ose 
obtained every 35 to 70 seconds, de- 1 FE iii 

pending on the type of test. | Du Pont Company, Room 7894, Wilmington, DE 19898 | 
a trovation-anp ying inwanting new | Please send me the booklets checked below. ' 

materials and putting them to work, using | = ohare erst en ; { 
research and engineering to create the ! ©] Engineers at AaBonte at Du Fon i 

HE one borenoe ear nee cee (Accounting, Data Systems, Marketing, Production t 
- 1 

For a variety of career opportunities, ' N t 

and a chance to advance through many 1 a e
e
 

i 
fields, talk to your Du Pont Recruiter. | University, 1 
Or send the coupon. : ! 

! Degree. Graduation Date. ie atta ! 
1 

TEC ' City—_
___ 

State Zip _ I 

Ventures for better living 1 An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F) eee 
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ee . TERN ARCS nie elle) ucial' that have plagued engineers, contractors 
a ae man at Dickey could be considered the and municipalities for many, many 

; : most dissatisfied individual in the years. For example... studies toward 
sewer pipe industry. He’s not unhappy a better way to build sewers in 
with the company, but he certainly is unstable soil. conditions. 
lacunae iitale) 4 : 
methods, construction practices... Pea CofA oe Module Pau 
yes, even the product itself. i PTC Company and PTC NY products 

are different. And the curious research 
He is always convinced there is man is just one of the reasons. i 

i tur alte) better. And he never stops 
looking for it. His unsatiable curiosity 

W.S. DICKEY is not concentrated on just ways to 
you~ make a better pipe or joint. However, W. S. Dickey Clay Mfg. Co.: 
ih» literally thousands of hours are spent Birmingham, Alabama; Kansas City, 
=z) ) Eats to improve what is now Missouri; Lehigh, lowa; Meridian, 

\ ntl : Mississippi; St. Louis, Missouri; 
<> He also is vitally interested in solving San Antonio, Texas; Texarkana, 

5 CLAY MFG.CO. troublesome construction problems MDL CLI H 
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The Unt it d 

“The Survival of Man” 

The population bomb is ticking away, each tick a nail in our collective coffin. 

The balance of terror teeters on its fulcrum of old psychoses. 

The races, like weasels at one another’s neck, are bleeding society of any meaningful 
existence. 

Pollution threatens to exterminate man in and with his own waste. 

Faculty documents No. 279 purports to change the purpose of the University from ‘The 

Search for Truth” to ‘The Survival of Man.” 

A noble task indeed. And quite belated. It is better than never, though, and in this case the 

emphasis is on never. Yes, the Industrial Revolution hath wrought some very bad things. 

The task now is to reverse the process, to make right the wrongs of man against man. ‘What 
could be more logical, a more common thing,” say the learned men, ‘‘than to make the 

University — the center of all learning — the nucleus of the war to survive?” ‘’Yes,”’ replies 
the student, “what could be more learned?” A noble task indeed. 

Honest and active pursuit of that task remains to be seen. 

JERRY GOTTSACKER 
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The engineer who wants to tackle today’s most challeng- electric power dams, flood control facilities, airports, roads, 
ing engineering/construction projects can find the oppor- hospitals, family housing and special application manufac- 
tunity he’s looking for with the Corps of Engi- e ; turing plants. Plus a host of stimulating research 
neers. As the world’s largest construction/engi- Engineers e projects. The Corps is career headquarters for 
neering organization, the bi e the engineer who wants to 

Corps takes on really big and The iggest Oppo rtun ity move in and do things, get in- 
exciting jobs—like NASA’se ° h Id’ | volved, expand his horizons— 
Apollo assembly building, IS with t e wor S argest starting right now. If that 
one of the world’s largest ° ° ° sounds like you, write to us 
structures. Corps projects engineering/construction today. We'll tell you all 
span the entire range of about the advantages of a 
modern construction engineering; hydro- group civilian career with the Corps of Engineers. 
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Corps of Engineers Department of the Army Washington, D.C. 20314 a a 

An equal opportunity employer 
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Would you like to work for a boss whose 2. RESEARCH—Projects may include prep- 
professional skill and judgment you can respect? aration of preliminary cost estimates and proc- 
That’s the kind of boss you'll find at Rohm ess analyses to assess the economic feasibility 
and Haas. Our managers reach their positions of a new product; pilot plant process studies; 
of responsibility and authority by demonstrat- development of preliminary equipment designs; 
ing their professional knowledge, judgment, computer simulation. There are numerous as- 
and ability to work and inspire others. signments in applications research, investigat- 

. oo. ing the behavior of new materials. 
Rohm and Haas also believes in giving people 3. PRODUCTION—Technical assistance to 
responsibility for a project, along with freedom production supervision with responsibility for 

to plan and carry it out. technical aspects of all plant processes; opti- 

This freedom and professional, personal growth meenen aa REOCESS “tee to 
and achievement by Rohm and Haas managers re t MARKETING sai SY pees cs, d 
is the primary reason for the rapid growth of i yn BAND —_ nates: te plesentalvesaing 
our company. Rohm and Haas now has over technical advisors to customers; studies of cus- 

13,000 employees, sales of over $423,000,000 tomer processes to develop new markets and 
(double our siles just 10 years ago) and 7 major applicability of company products to a variety 

manufacturing locations in the United States of industries. 
making over 2,500 chemicals, plastics, fibers Send us your resume, or talk to your placement 
and pharmaceuticals. Additional plants in for- officer. Better still, sign up for a campus inter- 
eign countries also make many of these products. view. Indicate your area of interest and you 

. » will receive all the details you'll need for a 
Is there an assignment here for you? proper evaluation. 

I. ENGINEERING—Projects may include . 
design and construction of facilities in USA and If you write, address your letter to Manpower 
in foreign countries; preparation of process and Employment No. 10769, Rohm and Haas 
design including flow sheets and equipment Company, Independence Mall West, Philadel- 

specifications, estimates of investment and phia, Pa. 19105. 
supervision of plant startup. Campus interview date February 16 and 17. 
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TALKIN’ TECHNOLOGY 

Anita Levin learning, student-teacher relationships, interdisci- 

plinary studies, the objectives of an engineering 

Engineering students representing each of the education, and engineering student activism. 
Big Ten colleges, Michigan Technological Univer- That technology, society, and the engineer can 

sity, the University of Iowa, Marquette University, cooperate to produce a better quality of life, will 
and the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, will hopefully be a central issue of the conference. 
attend an engineering student conference spon- Resolution of possible conflicts between company 
sored by the University of Wisconsin Polygon loyalty and societal responsibility will be another 

Board January 31. The major topic will be the area of discussion. ; 
engineer and his responsibility in this technological _The engineering student’s increasing awareness 
society. of his role in solving world problems will be 

In previous years, the concepts of effective represented in an intensive discussion of the 

student group organization and structure have been environmental crisis. The ecological effects of 

discussed at similar conferences. In this conference, pollution will be defined with an emphasis on what 

however, in addition to the usual leadership and the engineer can and should do. The conference, 
organization discussions, the engineering students one of the largest ever held, has projected itself 

will concern themselves with the direction of into areas of increased social concern, a long 
engineering education in regard to the modes of overdue direction for engineering students. 

BIG TEN ENGINEERING CONFERENCE 

Friday, January 30, 1970 — 

Registration: Main desk, Allen Hall 5:00 p.m. 
Evening Meal: Allen Hall 6:30 p.m. 

Fireside chat about Conference: Main Lobby, Allen Hall 7:30 p.m. 

Saturday, January 31 — 

Breakfast: Allen Hall 8:30 a.m. 
Group Session I: Memorial Union 9:00-10:30 a.m. 
Group Session Il: Memorial Union 10:30-12:00 a.m. 

Lunch: Plaza Room, Union 12:00 noon 
Tour: Engineering Research 

Group Session III: Union 2:00-3:30 p.m. 
Group Session IV: Union 3:30-5:00 p.m. 

Closing Remarks and Buffet 5:30: pum 

Fach Group Session will consist of five groups of twelve persons each. We will have source 
people available on each topic. 

10 
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RCA\‘s many-tentacled computer does time sharing plus regular computing, 
It's a generation ahead of its major competitor. 

Once there were only monster See if it's not more efficient to because communications is what 
computers that did big batch do the same work on yourown .. . RCA is famous for. It'll keep us 
jobs like payrolls. Octoputer. And get batch a: ahead of our competition. 
Then came the whirling processing, too. One p It can keep you ahead 
dervishes of time sharing that more thing. The Octo- Ww awe {| of yours. Step up to the 
leta lot of people work at once. —_ puter concentrates Us C lo} Octoputer and shake 
Now there's a new kind of on remote computing f hands hands hands 

creature that does time sharing because that’s what | hands hands hands.. 
and batch work together. So youre going to need 
lots of people can use it — that's where the e fp rel 

efficiently. industry is going. , Reo —— COMPUTERS 
It's the Spectra 70/46. The We got there first ARN 7 © (MAS 
Octoputer. There's nothing iy Pye LF aye ‘es aC 

3 ar ~ BE Ry At Jan he 
else quite like it on earth FED W Ae Twn 
or under the sea. f i ; ] \ 4 ( i 
The Octoputer's arms are long FRAW Bee 1 BNE 
and strong. It sits in the Fee APE 1 TAG EAD 
middle of your company and Ek EG 4 4 A Ane EG 

reaches helping hands out in Ben GE ray 1 HAR Ay 
all directions. Suddenly, your POSER eG BL EAB AH 
company works harder. More I i BIRE AE E HH eel a aH 
of your people use the com- PEGE AAR GAee Vale Va 
puter—solving more problems, H H tH HA 1 rh OAH A 
finding more facts, writing Pe AB Te | 
more programs. | PRE HE AH AE i Y 
And it does your big batch elo mel HHT A HY 
jobs in its spare time. h 7h ERE eH Veh F \ 
The Octoputer does a real F HA A VBE EY 

p F iF We : Nb E armload of work for a hand- EE ts a Wein 
ful of change. Check the DY a ay BR a WHA EI 
bills from your time- FAL TB . ci \ a 

: fon q E f: 4) We B sharing services. fi f al ML ae 

Al F : |) 

a I Cites Meese 
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For career information visit your College Placement Office. 
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've heard ab he bette The less you've heard about us the better. 

Maybe you think that’s a funny way Plus a packaging film company. But don’t let this steer you away from 

to talk to you. And that we’re an aluminum com- chemicals, if that’son your mind. There’s 

But we don’t think it is. pany. And a brass company. everything here from inorganics and 

Many people think we’re only a big And a sporting arms and ammuni- organics to specialty and agricultural. 

chemical company. tion company. (You’ve heard about Now you’ve heard more about us. 

Chemicals being the biggest thing Winchester? That’s us.) That’s better. 

we have. The reason we’re telling you all this You can do two things now. Meet 

But what we’d really like you to is that the competition to get you is with your Placement Officer. Or write 
know is that we’re also a forest prod- awfully tough. Monte H. Jacoby, our College Relations 
ucts company, Olinkraft. And a big corporation that can offer Officer, here at Olin, 120 Longridge Rd., 

Plus a lightweight paper company. you the choice of a dozen smaller com- Stamford, Connecticut Oli 

Ecusta. panies, has an edge. 06904 azilmMm 
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Dr. Blaedel, coauthor of Quantitative Analysis, earned 
his Bachelor and Masters degrees from UCLA. After 
acquiring his Doctorate from Stanford in 1942, Dr. Blaedet 

taught at Northwestern University, worked on the Manhat- 
tan Project, and at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. He 

PROF. W. J. BLAEDEL has been teaching chemistry at the University of Wisconsin 
Me she since 1947. 

Controversy has surrounded the Madison Metro- made that have become textbook examples. Most 
politan Sewer District (MMSD) and its relation to of the controversy raged around the disposal of the 

our lakes and water supply since its creation in large volume of clear effluent output of the district. 
1930. Laws have been blocked, passed, amended, sewage plant. Strangely, the problem of disposing 

and repealed, and associations have been formed of the dirty effluent - the sludge - has been 
and dissolved. (Clean Lakes Association, 1931, virtually ignored, which has led to a monstrous 

stated that its first job was to clean up City Hall.) environmental offense whose continued neglect is 

Studies have been made and mistakes have been inexcusable. 
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Sewage Treatment at the Nine Springs Plant Figure 2. Sludge Disposal Area. (Schematic — 
of the MMSD Distances are approximate.) 

Many people have only a vague idea about carbon dioxide and methane, a gas which is 
sewage disposal, so it is important to describe the burned, and a residual digested sludge, a black 
process. The raw sewage is first passed through viscous liquid. This dirty effluent contains about 
settling tanks to remove coarse particulate matter, four percent solids and is rich in organics and 
and thence to activated sludge tanks where organic nutrients (phosphorus and nitrogen). The digested 
material is oxidized by aeration in the presence of sludge, hereafter called sludge, is dumped indis- 
aerobic bacteria. Processing is automatic and there criminately right on the marshy ground to the east 
is no significant odor nuisance. The aerobic bac- of the sewage plant. The volume is large, about 
teria feed on and remove 90-95% of the suspended 150,000 gallons per day, which amounts to about 
solids, and are in turn removed by harvesting. The 20 tons of solids per day! Figure 1 shows the 
supernatant liquid is quite clear of particulate sludge flowing from an eight-inch pipe at a typical 
matter. It is chlorinated to kill residual bacteria, rate. 
and is then led via underground pipe, open ditch, Many ways of processing sludge are known and 
and Badfish Creek into the Rock River about 20. are being used that are better than this way of 
miles to the South. This is the clear effluent (30 dumping, and that are within the capability of a 
million gallons per day) from the sewage processing city like Madison. There is no excuse for this 
plant, no worse in quality than the Rock River into present method of dumping. 
which it is passed. Until the middle fifties, the clear The Sludge Disposal Area 
effluent was pumped into the Yahara River, just Somewhat over half a square mile is used for 
above Lake Waubesa, the fourth lake in Madison’s dumping the sludge. The perimeter of the area is 
chain of five lakes. At that time, however, the lined with low dikes that support maintenance 
residents of downstream lakes Waubesa and Ke- roads, as shown schematically by the heavy lines in 
gonsa forced diversion of the effluent around their Figure 2. Nine-Springs Creek has been diverted to 
lakes and into the Rock River. flush the south and east sides of the area, and an 

The harvested activated sludge bacteria also artificial ditch flushes the north side. 

present a disposal problem. They are first digested Figure 3 shows the nature of the dumping area 
in large tanks at elevated temperature to give during June, looking northeast from the point of 
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Figure 3. Sludge Disposal Area During Summer. 

sludge entry. Figure 4 is an aerial view in January, feet above the water levels in the flushing streams, 

to show that the sludge flows all winter. Figure 5 is as shown in Figure 6, photographed before the 

an over-all view, showing the sewage plant and road was laid upon the newly-formed dike along 
point of sludge entry in the lower left quadrant. the north side of the area. This head of water 
The marshy area before the roads were laid on the guarantees good seepage from the sludge area into 

dikes is shown slightly above center. Drainage is the ground water and into the flushing streams 

very obvious toward the Yahara River and Lake which run into the Yahara River and Lake Wau- 

Waubesa, shown in the uppermost part of Figure S$. besa. Flushing by the streams occurs along a front 
The sludge level inside the dikes stands at 3 to 6 of about three miles! 
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Figure 5. Over-all Aerial View of Sewage Plant, Sludge Disposal Area, and Lake Waubesa. 

Nature of the Offenses way downstream. A recent report (Reference 1) 

strongly suggests that this dump area is a cause of 

It is ridiculous to think that the sludge from a high concentrations of chloride, sulfate, and phos- 

community of a quarter million people can be phate that were found in the waters of Mud Lake, 

dumped into a small, concentrated region without a small lake on the Yahara River which marks the 
ill effects. The thousands of tons of sludge solids entrance of Nine-Springs Creek just above Lake 
that have been heaped into this area over the Waubesa. The nutrient dump of the MMSD may 

decades of use have built up a reservoir that must contribute significantly to the problems of the two 

affect the waters passing through this area on their downstream lakes, Waubesa and Kegonsa. 
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Figure 6. Elevation of Sludge Level Above Flushing Stream 
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Before 1967, the sludge disposal area was only therefore bear less responsibility for solving the 
about a third of its present size. (See Figure 2.) problem than others. 
The capacity of this small area had been exceeded Yes, the problem should not be difficult to 

for several years. There was constant breakthrough — solve. So, what are we waiting for? 

and leakage of the sludge into the marshy area, 
which didn’t have dikes around it, with resultant References 
direct leakage into Nine Springs Creek. During 

1967-8, the dump was expanded greatly by appro- 1. Lake Use Report No. 16. “Upper Mud Lake, 
priation of the marshy area. Dane County, Wisconsin. An Inventory With Plan- 

ning Recommendations.” Wisconsin Department of 

Such appropriations are specifically what Wis- Natural Resources. Division of Conservation. 
consin’s important Water Resources Act of October, 1967 

1965 (Reference 2) was designed to prevent. This 2. Laws of 1965. State of Wisconsin. Chapter 
act gives strong regulatory and enforcement powers 614. “Water Resources Act” Copies available from 
to the Department of Resources Development, for Department of Resource Development, | W. Wil- 
the purpose of protecting navigable waters and — son St., Madison, Wisconsin, 53702. 

their shorelands against pollution (Sec. 42.144.26) 3. Wisconsin Administration Code. “Private 
and conserving them. Shorelands are defined as Sewage Disposal.” Sec. H 62.20 [eee] 
lying within 300 feet of a river or stream or within 
1000 feet of a lake, pond, or flowage. The distance ~ “ities we ek a “& 

between the sludge inside the dikes and outside bn ay « f 

flushing streams that flow into the Yahara River ae ‘ a “S 

ranges between 20 and 200 feet. If the appropri- , : ae a 

ation of this marsh for sludge in 1967-8 did not : ee ae ai ati. - 
directly violate the letter of the law in the 19605) .. «il, woe. ~ “e 
Water Resources Act, it certainly violated the : - ; eee 
intent of that act. Lastly, the MMSD is breaking on =. alias ee ee ‘leet 

a massive scale the State Board of Health laws on sail esis : . ae ee ? é, woe 

private sewage disposal (Reference 3), which ™ oe wn ee 
say that... .. sludge shall not be disposed of into ese a rage / nip te - 
a lake, stream, ditch, or dry run or be deposited ee ae, ae BN < - 
within 25 feet of such watercourses.” There are / ee ve, cy ee iy : 

many places where the sludge comes within 25 feet ae gsi re a ’ & “pei: “ 

of the flushing ditches. Figure 7 shows several such & 0.0 85 Pam -_ wt % Ae 
stretches. The MMSD has set itself above these ae * = = uma "e OT ~-& 
laws, and dumps the sludge of hundreds of a, = ann a ks = ‘ 

thousands of citizens against the law and in a way ee ee “aiigoke”- a S %" 

that is prohibited for the individual citizens them- eae ee Bae eo eS "3 
selves. T his is a most pathetic example of the <a ee te _. i ee 4 

widely practiced but erroneous belief that the city Py gee ° a Tage net a 

or the group can do no wrong. It leads us to believe gers 6 ~ on ct ge & : 
that we are immune to punishment for committing Waighe co ol See 3M 

those sins collectively that we would be punished ER wis, pales” es . 
for if we committed them as individuals. This <epee i 3 bia? a * 
belief is the root of many of the modern city’s See ates sat ae a 24 
offenses against its environment. é “wa tie a ees : Oe g se . 

What to Do 
One ae oe “y = ¥ . . ; ; be en ee ag 

The problem of our improper sludge disposal & 7s, i ieee - 4 

should not be difficult to solve. The need for Bw eee Pe ee 
remedial action is easy to explain. The technology ‘gigiescs<. Men “. ee Bo ‘ 

of better disposal methods is available, and we have 3 “a ‘ geo - we coat b 

the machinery for applying one of those methods. "a : ee Een wo es, . ist 5 
All of the citizens of the MMSD contribute about eee wi er = 

equally to the mess so the responsibility should be Pgs sag » ee ee e 

about equally shared. There should not be the -aiie a po wa & 
tendency toward wrangling and buck-passing that (Esa si y a oe | 
seems to be involved in more complex problems, . a pe “ 

where some groups feel that they contribute less to Figure 7. Proximity of Sludge and Flushing Stream 
the problem than other groups, and they should al North Dike. 
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ie - 7 7 ae ee Thinks to more effective bug sprays, mos- 

ak. ~ : oe. ‘J aa he a quitoes all over the United States are cough- 

- ‘ _— — ing their last—in public places, fraternity 
~ . : - ae. houses, swamp land, 
. 4 . co ae Ten thousand other pesky and destructive 
a | A a “ ] —_— —. Sg pests are also being wiped out. 
: “ + : . p . a ~~ And the thing that’s knocking them dead 
_ : ..- ke is a chemical agent derived from the fragile 

" -  « - Pi : _. : “= Pyrethrum daisy found on the equatorial pla- 
_ 3 De ad ss — ’ ss teaus of Ecuador and Africa. 
a 2 a : 7 2. The extracts are pyrethrins. With these we 

j J _ . _ make Pyrenone®, now found in nearly every 
_ j 8 major brand of aerosol. Pyrenone is one of 
faa | more than 300 chemicals manufactured by 
“a : en | |. FMC Corporation. 

~~. Thanks to Pyrenone, you can give your 
J — room a spritz at exam time. And put all the 

: ~~ mosquitoes out of their misery, without put- 

. — —— ting you out of yours. 

“— 7 ‘You might gather from all this that we're 
—s ; ~~ a chemical company. 

q 4 Well, yes and no. 

ss As one of the nation’s top 70 corporations, 
i _ waa we're one of the largest manufacturers of 

, ’ , chemicals in the U.S. 

— But we also make synthetic fibers, power 

. s = ™ w shovels, harvesting machines, marine vessels, 

= “ food processing equipment, lawnmowers, fire 
~— a engines ... altogether over 10,000 different 

"" a ™ products vital to our way of life. 
—, : — ~ 7 We have a stake in the betterment and well- 

" —— being of people the world over. If that’s your 
i‘ ee goal, too, we have something in common. 

4 “ >. = = For our descriptive brochure “Careers with 
a " " _— FMC? write to FMC Corporation, Box 760, 

BS _ " San Jose, California 95106. We are an equal 
r r = opportunity employer. 

. ® 

{ FMC CORPORATION 
: Putting ideas to work in Machinery, 

Chemicals, Defense, Fibers & Films 
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Ss t: Progress Report: 

ROY TULL 

The national Environmental Teach-In, or the booth), and anything else that is relevant to the 
National E-Day as some people prefer to call it, is University. If you are interested in more infor- 
planned for April 22, 1970. Nationally, E-Day will mation or would like to participate, call Roy Tull 
be a series of related activities in many commu- at 251-2348 or 241-1493. Other committees are 
nities. The spectrum of activities relating to the the Schools Committee, which will organize activi- 
environment is as wide as imagination and re- ties in area schools, the Labor Committee, the 
sourcefulness can make it. Neighborhood and Households Committee, and 

So far in Madison there are about 300 com- more. The idea is to cover all aspects of the 
munity and University members of the E-Day community. 

committee, with membership open to anybody. An Environmental Art Exhibit is being planned 
The next meeting will be announced in the local from April 17° to April 26 that will be placed 
news media. throughout the campus. The exhibition in the 

The information and coordinating office is various areas will reflect the interest in those areas. 
located in room 1118 of the Meteorology and For more information call Craig Larenge at 
Space Science Building at 1225 West Dayton Street 257-2534 (days) or 238-1456 (evenings). 
(zip 53706). Official hours will be between 9 and Providing the E-Day Committee can raise 
12 in the morning, the telephone number is $1500.00, it will hire a student office manager 
263-1796. half-time for the second semester, this should be 

The Madison E-Day Committee has been for- more definite about the end of January. 
med into several sub-committees reflecting the The referendum sub-committee is trying to get a 

various interest groups. For example, there is the pollution’ referendum on the Madison ballot for 
Campus Committee which serves to coordinate all April 7th. If you would like to assist in imple- 

of the independent groups on campus, organize menting this call Robin Dennis at 263-1796. : 
some student activities (like the building of a smog [RF] 
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There’s one in every crowd. A Doug King, Doug also benefits from his avocation. For 

who'd rather do something than talk one thing, he’s more patient. More 
Xe rox e about it. By vocation, Doug’s a Manager understanding of society's so-called 

* (Test Engineering) for Xerox. By avocation, problem children. He knows why they are 
e a teacher of functional illiterates. By what they are—and what they can be. 

For eng I neers instinct, an unabashed do-gooder. “I just At Xerox, we like people like Doug King. 
feel that if one person can be effective— Engineers who can see beyond 

s really effective—it’s better than 100 engineering. Engineers who can feel for 
W Oo t I n people sitting in a meeting.” humanity. Engineers who seek additional 

The wish being father to the deed, Doug outlets for their talents. 
of mM oO re hy a n involved himself in inner-city programs If you're this kind of engineer, we'd like 

and Rochester's Business Opportunities to talk to you. Your degree in Engineering 
e e Operation. Doug teaches adults with less or Science may qualify you for some 

@ ng I n eerl ng than a sixth grade education to read—on intriguing openings in a broad spectrum e a . . a 1-to-1 basis, just teacher and pupil. He of developmental and manufacturing areas, 
went about this in the same professional We're located in suburban Rochester, 
way he tackles his daily work. He first took New York. See your Placement Director 
a course in how to become a teacher. for a copy of our brochure and for the 
Now, he’s training fledgling instructors. date of our scheduled campus interviews. 
On the business side, one of the persons Or, write directly to Mr. Roger 
under his wing had never been anything VanderPloeg, Xerox Corporation, P.O. 
more than a janitor. Doug helped him Box 251, Webster, New York 14580. 
secure a franchise from a national rug- An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f). 
cleaning company. It’s successful, too. As 
Doug puts it: “For the first time in his life, 
this fellow finally has a stake in something. 
And he knows if he needs help or advice, 
it’s there for the asking.”



STOP SANGUINE -- The Growth 

of an Ecological Conscience 9g i 

LOWELL KLESSIG electromagnetic field of Sanguine might disrupt the 

Lowell Klessig is a National Science Foundation trainee normal biological processes of people and wildlife; 

working with the Department of Rural Sociology. He — especially fish, earthworms, and migratory birds. 
received a Bachelor of Science degree in Biochemistry from Residents also expressed concern that Sanguine 
the University of Wisconsin and a MS in Molecular Biology — would disrupt domestic communications, reduce 

from Vanderbilt University. tourism, and make the area a prime nuclear target. 
Preliminary reports of the impending Navy project These residents, united in their love for the 

prompted Lowell and other concerned State citizens fo northwoods WERE the: roots ‘from “which. formal 
organize a public opposition in the State Committee to a > 

Stop Sanguine. Lowell is Secretary of the nine man Opposition was to sprout. : fOP pang : “ The Sprout Executive Committee and was present at the Assembly eop . . . 

State Affairs Committee public hearing in Park Falls on Formal opposition to Project Sanguine emerged 
December 16. The Committee managed to limit any Out of a statewide meeting held in Steven’s Point 
adversaries by rigorously cross examining Sanguine oppo- on September 21, 1969. It was obvious that the 

nents in the little time allotted them. The State Senate has opponents of Sanguine represented a cross section 

recently passed a resolution endorsing Sanguine providing of ages, occupations, geographic residence, and 
the Navy can prove environmental compatibility. Governor political preference. At this meeting it was also 

Knowles may not have complete trust in our land locked evident that Sanguine had become a major conser- 
northern Navy for he has appointed Dean Bock of the vation issue and that conservation would be the 

4 See ae examine and review principle focus of the State Committee to Stop 

ject Sanguine findings. Sanguine. Public education was selected as the 

Project Sanguine was the subject of an extensive most urgent goal for the committee since very few 

article by Roy Johnson in the November issue of Wisconsinites had yet heard of the project. With a 

the Wisconsin Engineer. In brief, Project Sanguine few weeks of concerted effort this goal was being 
is a one-way global communication system pro- met as a substantial controversy and public debate 

posed by the Navy. The baseline model specified developed. Consequently, the Pentagon undertook 
that the transmitting antenna be buried under 26 a review of the project only to “discover” that it 

counties of northern Wisconsin and that itemploy was now possible to communicate with submerged 
6000 miles of cable, 800 million watts of power, submarines using a much smaller Sanguine system. 

and 240 transmitter sites. Northern Wisconsin was It was hinted that such a system could be built in 

chosen for its geological properties — the low other states and Representative O‘Konski_ be- 
conducitivity bedrock of the Laurentian shield. moaned the “fact” that Wisconsin was losing 

The need for an extremely large antenna is a Sanguine. 

function of the extra low frequency of the While some opponents of Sanguine celebrated a 
transmitted wave. victory for the Wisconsin environment, the State 

The above information was the soil in which the Committee to Stop Sanguine realized that this was 

first seed of concern was sown. just the beginning of the battle. They realized that 
The Seed political and economic poisons would soon be used 

By the time the Phase I test facility had become — in an attempt to kill their movement. 
a reality the first seeds of concern had been sown _ The Herbicide 

by residents of the affected area in early 1969. The The success of the Stop Sanguine movement in 
seeds fellon fertile ground. Through bitter person- exposing Project Sanguine to public scrutiny 
al experience many citizens were becoming aware brought a vitriol attack from supporters of San- 
of and incensed by environmental deterioration. A guine. Congressman Alvin O‘Konski described the 
national leader of these citizens, Senator Gaylord opponents as “two asinine and stupid Senators, old 

Nelson, began expressing concern about what — Jadies in tennis shoes, birdwatchers, and those who 
Sanguine might doto the environment of hishome don’t know the difference between an electric 

State. Senator Nelson voiced disdain with the shock and a boot from a martini.” While the Navy 

problems of erosion and with the direct effects of admitted Sanguine would create a couple of 

induced electricity on people: “There are miles of — hundred permanent jobs, the Congressman claimed 
abandoned fences in that part of the country, what up to 17,000 jobs and even asserted that Sanguine 

happens when a hunter goes through one of those would be a tourist attraction. The local business 
fences charged with 52 volts on a wet day?” community, long suffering economic depression, 

Other individuals speculated that the extensive was cajoled. They accepted Navy assurances that 
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Sanguine would not be built unless it was compa- A Resistant Variety 

tible with its environment. They never asked who This plant has resisted the caustic treatment. Its 

would determine the standards of compatibility. roots are penetrating deeper. A tap root of 

Instead they occupied their time with diatribes of dedicated individuals are willing to sacrifice time, 

the State Committee to Stop Sanguine. money, and possibly careers so that it will live. 

This was the setting for the public hearing by As it continually grows in every part of Wis- 

the Assembly State Affairs Committee held in Park — consin and spreads across the nation, each new 

Falls on December 16. The subject of the hearing member root permits more leaves to proclaim the 

was Assembly Joint Resolution 103. Local business message of the ecological conscience. The leaves 

leaders appeared in favor of the “blank check” proclaim: / ; ; / 

pro-Sanguine resolution. None were questioned as 1) A temporary quick-buck for a few will not 

to the basis of their assumptions. After several prevail over the rights of all the citizens for a 

hours of such testimony, a local disc jockey wholesome environment. The Wisconsin environ- 

produced as a point of information a talk-show poll — ment is not for sale. 

of twenty people and concluded that 90-95% of 2) Conservationists will not allow a national 

northern Wisconsin residents favored Sanguine. precedent to be set for the using of national forests 

Again no cross examination of this scientifically for military installations. a 

illiterate pollster. Finally, after several Navy fili- 3) The people and not the Navy shall decide if 

busters in lieu of factual answers, the opponents Sanguine is compatible with the Wisconsin environ- 

were allowed to speak. The speechless State Affairs ment as they perceive it. 

Committee suddenly unleashed a string of verbal The final paragraph in a booklet entitled What 

barbs to match the length of the Sanguine antenna. /s Project Sanguine?, published by the State 

Already accused of being Nazis and of illegally Committee to Stop Sanguine (Box 7, Ashland, 

solicting funds, the opponents now learned that Wisconsin), reads as follows: 

they were “poisoning the minds of school child- Project Sanguine is the most preposterous de- 

ren.” Thus the supporters of the Navy project vice ever proposed against the State of Wisconsin. 

repeatedly applied the herbicide of verbal violence We can only ask, with Dr. Albert Schweitzer: 

against the still infant plant of ecological con- ‘‘Who has given them the right to do this? Who is 

science. even entitled to give such permission?” [#8] 

Project Sanguine, Phase 1, Clam Lake, Wisconsin: The shot from between the uprights is the collection pole for 28 miles 

of antenna along 30 foot “right of ways” bulldozed out of the Chequamegon National Forest. 
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At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft ‘‘ceiling and visibility unlimited” is not just an expression. For example, 
. the President of our parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiving an engineering 

degree. The preceding President, now Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current 
. President of P&WA started in our engineering department as an experimental engineer and moved 

up to his present position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have one thing in common— 
degrees in an engineering or scientific field. 

To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them 
the equipment and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate educa- 
tion opportunities. Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep 
them reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when 
they do manage it. 

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL e AERONAUTICAL « ELECTRICAL « 
CHEMICAL « CIVIL » MARINE ¢ INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING « PHYSICS « CHEMISTRY « METAL- 
LURGY « MATERIALS SCIENCE « CERAMICS *« MATHEMATICS + STATISTICS »« COMPUTER 
SCIENCE e ENGINEERING SCIENCE e ENGINEERING MECHANICS. 

Consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108. 

CAVU* might also mean full utilization of your technical skills through a wide range of challenging 
programs which include jet engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas turbines for 
industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial 
uses, and other advanced systems. 

SLA 
ay . 2 

£.%& Pratt & Whitney Aircraft -->:- cme crea 
AS EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT A 

ng SS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA ‘An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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HENRY GORDON 

IEE EE Inn rn RRE EERE 

the newspaper to find out if I had bumped off 

anyone significant, a Mellon or perhaps a Kennedy: 

r is but no, only a Mucous Membrane. You see, this 

4 : girl | know . . . well forget it. | remember the 

. < / first day I met him (1 was lying about not knowing 

pias b him). ‘tand um it is let’s see” is how he prefaced 
ware aa - : ae BAR Tannin? aay . ; 

vat a ; AT everything he said. Herman? oh jeah, the guy with 

te i 4 a the red shirt. Francisco? the dog food connoiseur. 

VeQcactignge’ a Winkler? didn’t he sell the rice from Duchess’ 

‘ ad a wedding for ten dollars a grain? Mucous Mem- 

=— brane? ‘‘and um it is let’s see.” The association was 

Nii a that close. Mucous ate brocolli every Halloween 

_ and the rest of the year he ran numbers down at 

- IBM and made cold yogourt soup. “And um it is 

let’s see. | have Ormaxd’s own recipe. You use | 

Then there was the one eyed catfish who boiled egg, 1 chopped cucumber... . 2” Fran- 

counted to a hunnerd! But P’m not interested in cisco was walking down the street with John 

that space of time. Just before. It was the Herman who was walking down the street as 

springtime of the year, and what a bitch she was. Herman usually walked down the street with 

Francisco was promoted to stockboy at IGA and John Herman who was walking down the street as 

someone put a bomb on Mucous Membrane’s flight Herman usually walked down the street with 

to Casserole Flats, North Dakota. 1am certain that Francisco. “The way I look at it’? Francisco began, 

the evil demon who placed that bomb on sweet “if nobility can hockle a loogie in public, | can 

Mucous’ plane had no intention of going on that certainly tell her how many letters are in it.” “Or 

plane as well... that would be suicide! And for what kind of dog food it should be fed”? Herman 

that matter he didn’t want to kill poor Mucous, added. “Or what kind of dog food it should have.” 

nuncuperative irridentist. emeritus and vaunting “But what does ‘hockle a loogie’ mean?” “It’s an 

Zoroastrian dualist though he be. | know because | all purpose expression. You know when you are 

put the bomb on that plane. I didn’t want to kill reading the newspaper and you see three or four 

Mucous, | didn’t even know him. I was just reading films you want to see so you call your best gal and 

sits erent iii iam 
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a 

say ‘hey sweets, let’s go hockle a loogie’ or when “Not with that Aryan” they said and that was it. 

you stand in line for an hour just to hockle a loogie They got married a short time later and Winkler 

at the malt shop, or when you nose is full and swept up all the rice and sold it for ten dollars a 

there is no kleenex and you have to have a clean” kernel. “Why not?” he mused. Indeed, why not? 

for the annual Christmas day party at grandma’s so “‘Duchess and J had some good ping-pong matches 

you hockle a loogie and spit it out, or when. . . ” the year before France declared war on Saudi 

Or when or when or when. He would have gone on Arabia. | was walking down the street one day 

for hours. “How is your new job?” Herman butted when I saw a fat Italian stirring minestroni in a 

in. “Royal Pooch—chicken parts with broth for kosher delicatessen. | went in. | went out. My 

dogs,” Francisco hockled a loogied. A cow walked parents were waiting for me, as was my eldest 
by with a chocolate milk shake. brother. We drove for a while before going swim- 

The plan to blow up the school was immaculate ming. | got bored, and started to take a short cut 

from its very conception. All the buildings would home rather than wait. | passed through a door 

be destroyed with a subsequent economic boycott into a room where an old man sat. ‘Oh excuse me’ 

of any company attempting to replace the broken I said, I must have the wrong passage. ‘Please come 

glass. Fern trees and assorted vegetables would in’ the man said, ‘and sit in my chair.’ As soon as I 

replace the buildings and cows would wander - sat down he phoned the police charging me with 

freely everywhere. They even bought milk shakes trespassing. ‘But that is silly’ I said. He called 

at the drug store. I remember the first time I saw a anyway. I tried to leave but the police arrived first. 

cow order a milk shake. It was vanilla, my favorite He told his story. I told mine. ‘But that is silly’ the 

flavor. I knew then the cows were my friend. I cop said, and drove me home. When I got there the 

have been a vegetarian ever since. Only problem is duchess was waiting for me. And indeed she was. 

that it has gotten to the point where you can never Dear Henry she said (for she was a woman of 

get a shake because the line is so long. You see, letters) your cold yogourt soup is terrible, you are 

cows can stand in line for hours contented to eat nothing but a mucous membrane. 

grass and wait their turn. Mucous calls it a gift That is how I got my name. 

from Ormazd. Let us pray: 
When the duchess introduced her cow triend to Then there was the one eyed catfish who 

her parents, she was forbidden to drink milk or counted to a hunnerd!!! 

visit the store where he was a soda jerk for a week. Thus spoke Zarathustra. peer] 

ciel iii igi 
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Away from indecision. From confusion. Away to Allison Divi- dreamed about. Projects that extend far into the future. 
sion of General Motors. Where young aerospace engineers Not a here-today-gone-tomorrow atmosphere. At Allison, the 
become first team varsity. On a winning team. work's here today, and here to stay. 
In case you haven’t heard, Allison is where everything is So come on along. You've worked hard for that degree. 
happening right now. There’s an entire family of gas turbine Don’t waste it. Go where it'll do you the most good. Write 
engines for you to work on. Turbofan. Turbojet. Turboprop. J. R. Durell, Scientific Placement, Dept. 233, Allison Division 
Turboshaft. New and exciting projects. The kind you've of General Motors, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. 

ATlison gt 
An equal opportunity employer M/F 
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WRAP AG ik HET 
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Having lived the country life for the last five Aba cy aie \ \ iy 

months, bereft of modern conveniences and com- i ; rN 

forts, I have the advantage of perceiving, in a ae ms TAN\\ 

limited way, how past generations dealt with their fi i" & 7 ‘ ve : 

problems. Doing without which one has grown up ‘ \ DK 
with can be an enlightening experience. It was no . 

problem adjusting to the lack of a garbage disposal 
r an automatic garage door er, how I So - . 3 ' 

ais thedndver gheuting. apes, BOt UG Consider Thomas Crapper, the Henry Ford of 

“We had a fire in the bathroom the other day,” the bathroom: An unsung hero if there ever was 
goes the joke, “but luckily it never reached the One his Valveless Water-Waste Preventer revolu- 

house.” At ten degrees below in the middle of the ca a Soe teeth Bee eee Oi 
night, it’s hardly a joke to have to trudge through ar al ie: ' a ee for ofl the 

the snow to the outhouse. Once one gets there he : : a ae “ fd + etl oF eee des the 
is shocked, literally, by how cold an outhouse seat [@suage. In this case, the medium Cegrades 
can be. In spite of all the excesses of our message. Just as four letter symbol for lovemaking 

technology, I must at least give it credit for having |S connotatively distant from the act, so another 
brought the bathroom inside four letter word, “crap”, derived from Crapper, 

The pioneers of the bathroom industry deserve lends dubious fame toa a distinguished con- 
no less credit than do those of the auto industry or _tributor to mankind s comfort. , , 
the communications industry. Though the names In the 1870's, Crapper offered an ingenious 
of Henry Ford and Alexander Graham Bell are solution in response to the British Board of Trade 

almost universally recognized, who is aware of the plea for an efficient disposal system. His creation, 
mentors of toiletdom? Virtually no one, and I still present beneath the lid of numberless toilet 

cannot sit easy until their contributions have been ae papal of a pone a metal ami and 
broughtinto proper perspective. siphonic action to empty the reservior. His success 

5 Breer Persp was insured at the 1884 Health Exhibition where 
his Waste Preventer superftushed ten large apples, a 

Sew a RK I flat sponge, three wads of paper, and four paper 

SA eZ sheets (reportedly stuck to the bowl! with grease!). 

Woes Oa ae 4 Crapper went on to develop variations on his 

nee ee oe ; Qt: iba ay rie : original theme. Crapper’s Seat Action Automatic 

. GES, OP py ead ‘Ped petty Flush was activated by tipping the seat. He 
Bk RR BA Se , ‘ 5 
Ra ) ae a S Alig Te developed a special system for prisons and was 
=A SOT hg fy SF *  commisioned by King Edward VII to install the 
Eee pT Ne eee «royal bathroom facilities. 
ee ee er Forgotten men have made countless contri- 

ek mn a #2 butions to the betterment of mankind. Thomas 

Crapper was one of these men and the fruits of his 

. labor were no mere flush in the pan of human 

, innovation. May he rest in peace. [#**] 
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“Wanting more food from the “Machinery made of materials that “Sickel maraging steel enabled 
1 1 7 i + i a ia 2 ice KNe! i e| 25 I a ocean is one thing. Getting will last. Reliable materials priced Lockheed’s Deep Quest to dive to ; 

a her,” hill reasonably enough to make large, record depth of 8,310 feet withstanding 
it is anot er, says Art Tuthi intricate machinery self-sufficient and fantastic pressure and stress. 
of International Nickel. financially practical. “Copper nickels have made 

“That's my job at International desalination possible at reasonable cos 
“Extracting food from the ocean in Nickel,” says Tuthill. “Working with the And are beginning to find a home in all 

large quantities takes special machinery. marine industry, interpreting their needs kinds of boats that work the sea. Fightir t es sp y. y preting ea. Fig 
“Special machinery to get the food. to our researchers. In an effort to develop hard against salt water corrosion. 
“Special machinery to process the special materials that will resist the sea’s “And special grades of stainless ste 

food. extreme pressures and corrosion. assure the sanitary conditions necessar . . Pp ; ) 
“Special machinery to transport the “We already have alloys of copper for processing the catch. y " y y: pp p 8 ; 

food. and nickel, nickel alloy steels and certain “We have the materials now. And 
“And most important, special stainless steels, that fulfill these the faster they’re made into machines t 

machinery that can stand up to the sea. requirements. sea can’t destroy, the faster the relief 
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he one billion underfed, people of Nickel helps other metals resist heat, | Male iron pellets for steel. Convert smoke 
world.’” cold, impact, pressure, abrasion, in our stacks to chemicals for other 

ar y corrosion...to advance engineering in industries. On sand left from processing 
ro. vital fields— power, desalination, ore, we grow meadows of hay. 
or a electronics, transportation, aerospace. Weare explorers. We're in 18 

F - . & We’re doing everything we can to countries. Miners, researchers, market 
aad GT ial, Vn produce more nickel. Searching around builders—we bring opportunity to 

—_—_— the world—Indonesia, Australia underdeveloped lands, new technologies, 
4 ies a ¢ - ' >. : . f 

i a , eo La Guatemala, Canada. We've found ways new payrolls, new tax income. Nickel in 
ae yf. nN to extract nickel from ores thought the ground is useless. We put it to work, 

| 2s al i: too poor to mine a few years ago 
s wy ce We count our blessings and respect INTERNATIONAL N ICKEL 

LC a iA (ge our surroundings. From nickel ores, we 
. 4 Li Pay Bee recover platinum, palladium, twelve 
a AA. Se other commercially useful elements. 
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Ihe Taxpayer, 

Ihe TAA, 

d Ed ti 
The University of — Wisconsin aes 

Teaching Assistants Association, one ‘ a 

of some fifty similar organizations ee : fe 

across the country, started organizing Af Bose 2 i 

in the Spring of 1966. Unlike some SER Set b a m1 aol : 4 

associations which have won he Va. . 
recognition and bargaining powers, the Se "7, 4 
U.W. TAA has cone up against the »* ¥ G 
wall in every attempt to gain the al LY a _ 

lawful rights of a union. The UW. ie , . a 
TAA membership includes 1200 of the c 7 
1900 TAs on campus, and is by far the : Ad 

largest and most organized association f a wa 

in the country. : ‘ ad Re 
id 

Recent University of Wisconsin administration —— a 
tactics against the Teaching Assistants Association “ — 
(PAA), collective bargaining agent for the Uni- BOB EBERT 

versity of Wisconsin - Madison’s 1800 Teaching 

Assistants, indicates that the U.W. is intensifying 

its anti-union campaign. It seems, in fact, that the 

administration is willing to spend more money 

and weaken undergraduate education in an attempt 

to break the Teaching Assistant’s union. or prepare and deliver lectures. Teaching Assistants 

After seven months of bargaining, contract are not “teaching aides’ as the University often 

negotiations are deadlocked. Relations between the — portrays us to the public. 56% of all TA’s teach 

University and the Teaching Assistants have reach- — discussion and laboratory sections to supplement 

ed a most critical stage. The TAA, then, would like the presentations of full time faculty in’ large 

to outline the steps our union has taken in its quest lecture classes. Nearly a third are the one and only 

for just. working conditions for these university teacher with whom the student has contact in a 

teachers. and improved education for U.W. stu- course. 

dents. We feel these developments merit the close Teaching Assistants teach 56% of all instruc- 

attention of every friend and critic of the Uni- tional hours for undergraduates: 68% of all hours 

versity. for freshmen and sophomores and 44% for juniors 

and seniors. They receive only 20% of all salaries 

What Are TA’s? , and wages allocated for instructional purposes on 

the Madison campus. Most TA’s have Masters 

The Teaching Assistant is both a teacher at the degrees. Many have taught for years in high schools 

university and a graduate student. TA’s lead and colleges before returning to work on their Ph. 
discussion or problem solving sections, prepare and D.’s. 

conduct laboratories, evaluate papers and exams, The Wall Street Journal(Jan. 8, 1969) calls TA’s 
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““Academia’s Serfs.” TA’s are a captive labor force. of reprisals against union members and depart- 
Since they cannot transfer graduate credits, they mental stewards. At the bargaining table itself, 
must take what the University offers or go with- U.W. representatives consistently refuse to bargain 
out. A “half time” TA is paid for a 20 hour work many crucial areas in good faith. 
week, but a university study shows that he averages In violation of the April 26 agreement U.W. 
28 hours per week. In addition TA’s take 9 to 12 Chancellor Young ordered departments to refuse 
credits of graduate work. to bargain with the TAA. The TAA filed unfair 

The average TA yearly wage for 1968 was labor practice charges against the University with 

$2770. Many make less than $2300 per year. TA’s the Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission 
pay federal income tax, state income tax, in-state (WERC) in an attempt to obtain legal enforcement 
tuition ($526 this year). Like everyone else they of the agreement. It took two months for the 

are hit by Madison’s high rents, by inflated food WERC to rule that it did not have jurisdiction in 
prices. Many must support families. disputes between the TAA and the University - 

TA’s have no power over the terms and condi- another “right” guaranteed to the TAA by the 
tions of their employment. They have no say in University in the April 26 agreement — because 
what they are paid, no assurance of continued TA’s are “unclassified” state employees and the 
employment, no voice in course assignments. Many State Labor Act only covers ‘classified’ em- 
share cramped and noisy offices with a dozen other ployees. The WERC did offer to arbitrate the issue 
TA’s. Classes are too large and teaching aides if both parties agreed. At first the University would 
(typewriters, duplicating machines, etc.) too few. not commit itself to such an agreement. Then 

As lowest men on the instructional totem pole, several weeks later, they offered to arbitrate the 
TA’s are subject to the whims of their superiors. single issue at hand providing they could choose 

Last spring several TA’s were required by their which future disputes they would allow to go to 

supervising professors to sweep and scrub hallway arbitration. Two months later, the University 

and laboratory floors in preparation for a “dis- agreed that our agreement called for a third party 
tinguished visitor.” decision on all disputes. The result of this maneu- 

vering by the University is that a full five months 

What Is The TAA Doing? after an issue arose, the TAA has only been able to 
get them to reaffirm their agreement that a legal 

After winning a campus-wide representation channel should be used in settling disputes. 
election in May, 1969, the TAA immediately began In an attempt to discredit the union in the eyes 

negotiations with the University to obtain a con- of the faculty and the public, the University 

tract covering the terms and conditions of employ- circulated a 42-page “report” distorting the TAA 
ment for TA’s. Since then the TAA has made bargaining position. Further misrepresentations 

thirty concrete proposals for changes in the TA based on this false “report” have been circulated 
system. These include health insurance, provisions by the State Chamber of Commerce. The TAA 

for sick leave, a fair work load, and an equitable published documentation of 15 major mis- 
grievance procedure. To insure just and rational representations in the U.W. report. For example, 

standards of employment the TAA demands pro- the University reported that our health plan 
tection for TA’s against arbitrary discipline or proposal would cost “$50 per TA per month.” The 
discharge, the opening of secret files kept on TA’s, next week at the bargaining table, they admitted 

and the elimination of de facto minority discri- that the figure was $17 per single TA and $45 to 
mination in hiring. $50 per TA and family (about % of all TA’s have 

An April 26, 1969 “Bargaining Structure Agree- families). They called their statement a “slight 
ment” with the University guarantees TA’s the exaggeration.” 

right to collective bargaining over their partici- Individual TA’s have encountered threats, veiled 

pation in planning how and what they teach. To and unveiled. A TAA steward in one department 

this end the TAA has proposed joint student, TA was not reappointed because of his “attitude.” In 

and faculty committees to decide course content another department beginning TA’s were told that 

and methods and to review TA appointments. To union members seldom completed their graduate 

improve education the TAA calls for smaller classes education. 

and mandatory student evaluation of TA’s. At the bargaining table the TAA has made 28 

revisions of its bargaining proposals since October. 

The Obstacles Before the TAA The University still refused to respond to many 
key proposals and has made a scant six changes in 

In contract negotiations the U.W. admini- its contract demands. Some “changes”, for exam- 
stration responded to the Teaching Assistants’ ple the administration response to a four-page TAA 
union with legal dodges, violations of its April 26 work- loads proposal, are restatements of the 

agreement with the TAA, distortions of TAA existing inequitable conditions. Equally un- 
positions to the faculty and the public, and threats acceptable is the administration’s grievance pro- 
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“Every attempt to seek redress of our grievances 
has been met with deception and evasion” 

cedure, in which the final appeal on a large number Several other departments to do away with TA’s 
of issues is to five management-appointed tenured 4nd substitute more large lecture sessions taught by 
faculty members. assistant professors. 

Administration bargainers claim that their “limi- For their 56% of the undergraduate teaching 
ted authority” does not allow them to bargain in load TA’s now get $5.5 million out of the 
some areas. They have consistently refused to approximately $120 million University annual bud- 
recognize that in the April 26 agreement the get. The TAA proposals now on the table would 
University agreed to bargain in areas in which the increase the total TA share to $8.74 million. To 
“appointing officers” of the University have discre- replace the TA system with full-time instructors 
tionary authority. By law the ‘appointing officers” (non Ph.D.’s) would cost nearly $10.5 million. An 
of the University are the Regents, and, by law, assistant professor system would cost nearly $12.2 
they have wide powers to make change. million. 

Another example of the University’s violation The University has indicated its willingness to 
of the April 26 agreement leaves doubt about spend more of the taxpayer’s money and reduce 
whether it intends to honor this signed agreement the quality of undergraduate education in order to 
at all. The agreement calls for collective bargaining break a union. 
over those areas designated in the Wisconsin Reports from several universities have found the 
statutes covering “classified” state employees; but TA system to be a “necessary evil” for large scale 
it also adds other areas for bargaining because of undergraduate instruction. Education based on 
the unique nature of University employment. The overworked and underpaid part-time teachers is 
most important of these additions guarantees TA’s bad for students, teachers, and taxpayers. But 
the right to collective bargaining over the mecha- full-time instructors or more assistant professors in 
nisms by which they will participate in planning larger, more impersonal classes are not solutions 
the courses they teach. The University has since for the two major problems facing higher educa- 
then taken the position that TA’s have no rights to tion in America: quality undergraduate education 

determine these mechanisms. This is so serious a and the inability of the taxpayers to carry greater 
violation of the April 26 agreement that the tax burdens. Improved work-loads and working 
University seems to be acting as though there isno conditions for TA’s, however, would mean better 
such agreement. education today and help attract and train good 

A further U.W. response to the union threatens university teachers for tomorrow. 
the taxpayer with increased costs and an even more Seven months of bargaining with the U.W. 
impersonal education for his children. In what may administration, however, have brought TA’s no 
become the pattern of the future, the English closer to equitable conditions of employment. 
department faculty voted to drop the freshman Abuses and repressions have intensified. The TAA 
composition course rather than allow the 70 has gone to extraordinary lengths to work through 

Teaching Assistants who teach it to participate in channels as suggested by Chancellor Young when 
planning the admittedly ailing and unpopular the TAA first requested recognition as a union. 
course. Now the beginning student will have to rely Every attempt to seek redress of TAA grievances 

on his high school training for the writing skills has been met with deception and evasion. 
necessary at the university. (The English depart- Teachers throughout this nation have had to 
ment faculty violated Wisconsin’s anti-secrecy stat- take unpleasant steps to win their rights as em- 
utes by calling police to keep TA’s and students ployees. Teaching Assistants at the University of 
out of the meeting which voted to drop the course; Wisconsin are being forced by the U.W. admini- 
the TAA is bringing a court suit against the English stration to consider additional steps to secure 
department to stop the University from operating rights they have been unable to obtain through 

in secret sessions closed to the citizens of Wiscon- patient, rational discourse at the bargaining table. 
sin.) In addition, the University has threatened in [F**] 
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If you don’t like the way people talk to each other, 
9 e 

we'll pay you to change it. 

We're in the communications business 

And during the next 30 years we're going to upgrade all the equip- 

ment we now have in order to provide even better service to our 6 million 

existing customers. 

As if that weren’t enough we’re also going to have to come up with 

enough new equipment to provide telephone service to about 26 million 

more people. As well as equipment for a much more extensive data com- 

munications program. 

We need enough people (electrical, civil, mechanical and industrial 

engineers, designers, accountants and economists) to plan, design, build 
and operate a company that will be four times bigger than we are today. 

We also need engineers, researchers and scientists to develop electronic 

switching equipment, laser and other communications systems we'll be 

using 10, 25 and 50 years from now. 
But this is only one part of our communications business. 

Our Sylvania people, for example, are involved in other types of 

communications. Like color television sets, satellite tracking stations 

and educational television systems. 

Automatic Electric, Lenkurt, Ultronic Systems and some of our other 

companies, subsidiaries and divisions are working on advanced types of 

integrated circuitry, electro-opticals and communications systems be- 

tween people and computers and between computers and computers. 

So if you think you have something to say about the way people talk 

toeach other... we’re ready to listen. 

General Telephone & Electronics 
Ecusi Opporrurity Emp.crer 

Svivania Electrie Products * Lenaurt Electric + Automatic Elecine + Telephone Companiesin 24 States * Generat Teepnone Orrectory Company * Genera) Telepnone & Electronice Laborator's 
General Teiephone & Electronics International * GT&E Cate Services * GT&E Communications 
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Nutrient d 

Eut hicati 
Gerald Sevick is a senior Civil Engi- 

GERALD SEVICK neering student electing Sanitary Engi- 
neering. Jerry is specifically concerned 

Eutrophication, the aging of lakes, is not anew — with environmental pollution, as might 

subject. It has been with mankind since lakes were — be noted from the following coverage 
formed. The aging process is caused by the gradual of everyman’s evil, the accelerated 

addition of minerals, resulting in the growth of — aging of our waterways. 
undesirable water plants. The rate of influx of 

minerals into a lake, determines whether eutrophi- Compared to man’s life span, natural eutrophi- 

cation will proceed naturally or at an accelerated cation is a very slow process, taking as many as 

or induced rate. 50,000 100,000 years. Time variations depend 

Natural Eutrophication on climate. In the tropics favorable growing con- 

When a lake is formed its mineral content is ditions exist year round. The process proceeds 
very small. As time progresses, eroded soil and faster in the tropics than in cooler climates where 

minerals are transported into the lake by shoreline the winter freeze reduces the growing period to 
runoff. Figure 1. illustrates the beginning of the about one-half of a year. The time factor is best 

collection of eroded soil and minerals. At this stage illustrated by Professor Hasler, of the University of 

small water plants begin to grow in the fertile Wisconsin, in Figure 4. Curve (a) represents natural 

runoff deposits along the shoreline of the lake. eutrophication and is a plot of organic matter 

More and more plants begin to appear. Growth versus time. The shape is the familar ‘“‘S” curve. 
eventually outweighs death. When a plant does Production proceeds rather slowly at first, raises 

die, it decays and the nutrients within its body suddenly, and tapers off to reach a plateau at a 

become available for new plants to use. Thus a near constant rate of production. A lake will 

cycle of self sustained life is formed. Marsh foliage proceed along this natural time schedule unless 

and trees then replace the original water plants there is outside intervention, causing an increasing 

nearest. the shoreline. (See Figure 2.) Because of or decreasing rate of production changes. 

bottom sedimentation and shoreline recession, the Induced Eutrophication 
lake becomes shallower and smaller in area. Enrichment of lakes is generally considered a 
Eventually, the lake becomes a marsh; finally natural phenomenon; but man’s intervention can 

drying up and becoming covered with vegetation. seriously effect the rate of aging in a lake. Human 

(See Figure 3.) The above process is called natural interference may cause a reduction in natural 

lake succession or natural eutrophication. growth rate. The usual result is a tremendous 

evr “ Teg, ' ye ia age get elt f 
ae LE nae PIA PM) eal My ilmagtac sk st 

cn ie cogs a Tl ee ARMS fk a 
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Figure 1. Shoreline Runoff Brings Eroded Soiland — Figure 2. Aquatic Vegetation Flourish and Die 
Vinerals into the Lake 
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x wo Hy, OY 4 tl Figure 4 — Time Eutrophication of Lakes 
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Figure 3. Complete Takeover by | egetation 

increase in the aging process of a lake. In Figure 4., 
curve (b) shows the effect of fertilizers or nutrients age of Lake — a 

when a lake is very young (10,000 yrs. old) and 

curve (c) shows the same effect on older lakes 

50,000 yrs. old). Notice that new higher levels of z cag 
( ae y > ° ‘ ) oO ce ' ne . hig rer ieve’s ¢ _ Causes of Induced Eutrophication 
organic matter production are reached in the lakes ; : vlc 5 

ie . . : . Man’s major contribution to the causes of 
man has affected. Because of the increased aging. . oe . : 
. ” ihe de a. i canae induced eutrophication are listed as follows: 
rate, death and extinction will come much sooner, . a . 
for'those lakes affected by:man I. The discharge of inadequately treated: ef- 

The speeding up of a lake’s life is appropriately tents ee t ea from municipal 
called ‘tinduced eutrophication.” Induced 7 Dicclawe of im P ners treated industrial 
eutrophication may render a lake dead in 10 to 20 ~ er OF TDEOPeriy edhe “ine@ustnia 

years from the time of man’s first intervention in 3 i ‘oils niiwevwo its enc _ 
its natural life cycle. The rapid aging of lakes is ~ Sree ie “ — from heavily fer- 

becoming more and more evident today. as is 4 aeons an Fj adeGuately treated GF 
illustrated by the increasing number of lakes which . in aed oa ° a vid a : Ears 

cannot support fish. Also, it can be seen in lakes untreated sewage Irom shoreline collages. 
where bathing or other water sports are prohibited ©; Waterrun off from urbansireas. 
i I ei hiti aE ad ir 1 The complete control of lake enrichment re- 
ey sme i: a Seed eae uke and the general quires the correction or elimination of all of these 
appearance of a eutrophic lake. basievcauses. 

Table 1 — Condition of 12 U.S. Lakes feeographie Examples 
: Many examples of lakes, where the eutrophi- 

‘ “ 2 : . we: a 
Be RB 8 88 ge cation process is now proceeding can be cited. All 

LAKE LOCATION J2S “ @ 158 e7 lakes can be examined and classified according to 
their conditions. (see Table |. - complied by Prof. 

Crater Oregon Hasler - UW.) Relative lake ages and aging rates can 

Superior Great Lakes then be compared to determine the seriousness of 
_—_ further intervention by man. 

Tahoe Calif.-Nev. 

George New Vork Table 2 = Annual Input and Output of 

= Nutrients for Lake Michigan 
ayuga New York 

Washington — Washington , 
Gaen laws Nitrogen | Phosphorus 

koboji owa mores = — 

Mendota Wisconsin 
ie Input (million Ibs.) 166.1 14.6 

Erie Great Lakes 
— Output (million Ibs.) 32.2 8 

Douglas Michigan 
Sh % Retained 81.0 95.0 

Apopka Florida 

Okeechobee Florida ed 
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Table 3 — Sources of Phosphorus 

Soil Leaching Fertilizer Washoff Sewage 

Bottom Sediment Livestock Excrement Detergents 

Release Industrial 

Lake Tahoe The success of the project to clear up Lake 

Lake Tahoe. located in the Sierra Mountains Washington shows that if proper action is taken, 

between California and Nevada. is presently one of — eutrophication can be stopped. Lakes can be 

the most oligotrophic or plant free lakes in the brought back to conditions that all mankind can 

world. Lake Tahoe is relatively free of nutrients, enjoy. 

although, recent studies show that the level of 

nutrients flowing into the lake is steadily increa- SOURCES OF POLLUTING NUTRIENTS 

sing. The increase in nutrient influx is due to an 

increased population in the Lake Tahoe area. In Alllakes are subjected to an inflow of nutrients. 

Table 1.. Lake Tahoe is classified as “excellent but Two nutrients, phosphorus and nitrogen, are most 
endangered.” because of the steady increase in important when considering plant growth. Other 
nutrient influx. nutrients such as potash and vitamins, By2 and 

thiamine, are involved in plant growth, but are not 

Lake Michiean as important as phosphorus or nitrogen. 
Lake Miehiwan ig classified ae being in “‘eood” Phosphorus as soluble orthophosphate (PO 4) is 

condition: bit. it 18 ia danger of becoming fully the most important type of phosphorus in water. 

eutrophic. At present. Lake Michigan shows signs Orthophosphate is soluble in water and can be 

of following the path of Lake Erie. If the present readily used by plant cells, while insoluble types of 

influx of nutrients is not altered or stopped phosphorus cannot be used by plant cells. Fable 3. 

altogether, Lake Michigan will become dead in the Shows that’ phosphorus enters lakes from many 
nea futire:, ‘The Exit time required for this is Sources and under many circumstances. The worst 

unknown; but it is estimated at 50 to 100 years. sources of phosphorus to lakes are agricultural 

Lake Michigan’s problem centers in the south- drainage and wastewaters. | able 4. shows the 
ern area of the lake. It is here where big cities and concentration of phosphorus in lakes and streams, 

industry use the lake as a garbage disposal. It is also @S compared to concentrations in agricultural 

here where the pollution problem is felt most 4tainage and waste waters. Notice that waste 
severely. Annual input and output of nutrients for Waters contain over 200% more phosphorus than 
Lake Michigan is shown in Table 2. The most lake waters. / ; / 
remarkable thing to notice is the percentage of Nitrogens that are important in the eutrophi- 
nutrients retained within the lake. The changes Cation process may be in organic or inorganic 
already evident within the lake, coupled with Lake : 
Erie nf an example, strongly emphasize the point Table 4 — Concentration Ranges of 

that Lake Michigan is in severe danger of becoming Total Phosphorus in Water 

eutrophic. 
Total Phosphorus 

Lake Washington je 

Lake Washington, in the state of Washington, 

was a relatively clear oligotropic lake until fifty Lake Waters 01- .04 
years ago. Since that time ten communities have Forested Streams .02- .10 

been dumping sewage effluent into the lake. The Agrucultural Drainage 05 - 1.00 
lake suffered from a great increase in algae growth Domestic Waste Waters 2'50«-4:00 

in 1958. This growth awakened the public to the . . 

fact that something must be done. Effluents were 

then diverted around the lake. At present Lake 
Washington is returning to its past condition. 
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forms. Inorganic nitrogens, like soluble phos- Today, most industries are required to pretreat 

phorus, can be used more readily by plants than sewage before discharging it into municipal sewage 

organic nitrogens. Some examples of inorganic systems or rivers. Table 5. shows the effect of 

nitrogrens are ammonia (NH3),ammonium (NH, ), pretreatment quite adequately. A phosphorus re- 

and nitrate (NO ; ). moval of over 80% is indicated between raw and 
As shown in Table 4. waste waters and agri- treated industrial wastes. 

cultural drainage contribute the highest amount of Agricultural Drainage 
phosphorus to lakes and streams. Following is an Drainage of agricultural lands is the second 

explanation of why waste waters (sewage and qnajor contribution to water fertilization. Most 
industrial) and agricultural drainage do contribute people think fertilizers contribute the greater 

such a great amount of nutrients to surface waters. amount of nutrients to agricultural drainage. In the 
sewane 2 ; : northern United States this is not true. Table 6. 

Sewage is generally cited as the major contri- snows that animal manure contributes the greatest 
butor of nutrients to lakes and streams. Raw amount of nutrients to runoff waters in’ the 
sewage is directly dumped into surface waters northern United States. The reason for this is that 

without treatment, Treated sewages (effluents) manure is spread on frozen soils for about five 
have been given some kind of treatment before Months of the year. In the spring, meltwaters 

they are discharged Treated sewages originate from cannot enter the frozen soils: therefore, soluble 

treatment plants or septic tanks. nutrients are carried with the meltwaters to a lake 
Human excreta contributes most of the phos- orsstream. 

phorus and nitrogen in sewage waters. For ex- 

ample, adult humans excrete, from their bodies, 
1.6 grams of phosphorus and 19.4 grams of Table 6 — Sources and Amounts of Phosphorus 

nitrogen per day. In Wisconsin the total amount of and Nitrogen in Wisconsin Soils 

phosphorus and nitrogen entering surface waters is 

about 36.3 grams per capita per day. This example Nitrogen | Phosphorus 
shows that human excreta contributes over 40% of Source Ibs hee ibisiaere 
the total phosphorus and nitrogen in the sewage . 

waters of Wisconsin. 
Detergents are another major contributor of Fertilizer 10 8 

phosphorus and nitrogen to sewage waters. In the Precipitation 12 = 

United States there isa per capita use of 3.94 gram Organic Matter 45 5 
per day of detergents. Detergents contain poly- Deposition 
phosphates which are also soluble in water. These Manure 42 12 
polyphosphates, like orthophosphates, are readily aes) 

available for plant growth. Toral 109 25 
Industrial Wastes 

Nutrient concentrations in industrial wastes 

vary considerably from industry to industry. For . ; . ; 
instance, paper and pulp wastes are low in nutrient A classic example of applying manure on frozen 

levels, while dairy wastes have a high nutrient level. ground is in Wisconsin. In the Lake Mendota 
The fact that nutrient levels vary, makes it ex- watershed, within Dane County, there are approxi- 

tremely difficult to put any specific numbers on ately 20,000 cows. Each cow produces about 15 
the amounts of phosphorus and nitrogen contained tons of manure a year. One-half of this manure is 

in industrial wastes. spread on croplands during the winter months; 

therefore, about 150,000 tons will be spread on 
frozen soil. Almost all the nutrients in the 150,00 

Table 5 — Pretreatment of Industrial Wastes tons of manure spread in the winter reach the 
surface waters of the Lake Mendota watersheds. 

Other sources of polluting nutrients are soil 
leaching, bottom sediment release, and plant and 

animal decomposition. These are more complex 
Same systems of sources and are not treated in this 

REMOVAL OF NUTRIENTS 
Conventional sewage treatment plants are de- 

t bes 12.5 signed to remove floatable and settleable solids; 

2 85.4 14.7 also, other materials that make demands on the 
dissolved oxygen content of a lake or stream. 

(Continued on Page 12) 
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be tomorrow? 

Wherever the project leads, Matt Tate is on his way. Board... 
bench... conference table. This young engineer sees them 
all at Delco. He was there when the project came from the car 
division. He'll be there when the model shop builds his prototype. 
He'll be looking over the shoulders of draftsmen, mechanics and 

stylists. The project's his. From start to finish. Step by step, 
skill by skill, Matt Tate’s growing with the job. The question is... 

can you say the same? Take a good hard look at how your 
career shapes up, compared with Matt's and his colleagues’ at 
Delco. We need men who want every week to be a little 
different. For details, call collect. Area Code 317/459-2808. 
Or write: Mr. C. D. Longshore, Supervisor, Salaried Employment, 
Dept. 500, Delco Radio Division of General Motors, Kokomo, Indiana. 

DELCO AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS 
RADIO KOKOMO, INDIANA 

MARK OF UxCLLALNCE 
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To gain the competitive edge, the experts in downhill slalom have 
this advice: ‘‘Watch the time line — the fastest course line.” 

“Tn the race against time, if a skier slips off and goes too low in the 
traverses, he’ll lose precious seconds.” 

As you look to your future course, watch for the company whose 
progress is on a time line with your own. 

Ask companies how their expansion and modernization programs 
stack up in their industry. Find out if you’re interested in the markets they’re 

interested in. If they have a position that fits the course you’ve set. 

Don’t settle for salary and status quo. We don’t. Pick a time at your college placement office. 
Let’s discuss your future. The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. 

Timken® bearings sold in 133 countries. Manufacturing in Australia, 
p———————-—- —- ~~ __ Brazil, Canada, England, France, South Africa and U.S.A. 

| | Equal i ! On your campus... ! An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

| February 24,1970 ‘| r 
| A Timken Company representative | 

would like to talk with you! A bleal crelarel 
| 

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, FINE ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS. 
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FIGURE 5 — FLOW CHART OF CONVENTIONAL SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT 

PRIMARY 

SEDIMENTATION 
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(Continued from Page 39) sible economic advantage to using this process. The 

The flow chart of a conventional treatment algae produced in the process may have a potential 
plant is shown in Figure S. market as a protein source for animals and humans. 

Sewage first enters a grit chamber where sand, Phosphorus enters a tertiary pond (stabilization 
dirt, gravel, and other solids are settled out of pond) mainly in the soluble orthophosphate state. 

solution. The remaining materials, mostly floatable Once within the pond, phosphorus may be re- 

solids, are removed during primary sedimentation. moved by the action of algae or through chemical 
These solids are then digested by bacteria, dried, precipitation as insoluble calcium phosphate. Algae 
and disposed. The sewage then enters a stage of use carbon dioxide from the water and thus raises 

secondary treatment. This treatment removes the pH of the water. As the pH rises calcium 

pollutants that are in solution or suspension. Some _ phosphate precipitates out of solution. 

types of secondary treatment are trickling filters, Phosphorus is also removed from solution by 

activated sludge process, and stabilization ponds. the algae; both by metabolic uptake and by 

After secondary treatment, sewage is cleared of all chemical coagulation and absorption. Chemical 

particles by a clarifier and discharged into a lake or coagulation and adsorption refer to the adhering of 

stream. phosphorus molecules to the bodies of algae. 

Most effluents that come from secondary treat- The rate of precipitation of calcium phosphate 

ment plants are clear, oxidized, stable, inoffensive is determined by the rate at which the value of pH 

in odor, and have a reduced number of pathogens. is raised. Algae use carbon dioxide to survive and 

This effluent, however, contains significant the rate at which carbon dioxide is used is con- 

amounts of phosphorus and nitrogen. Conventional 
ror 2 > > e+ OF ge 4 armen doe remove owt Ae aremons FIGURE 6 EFFECT OF pH IN THE 
The beginning of the next section explains PRECIPITATION OF CALCIUM PHOSPHATE 

methods now employed to remove nutrients from 

effluents. The remainder is devoted to the removal 8 103 
of nutrients present in lakes and streams. oc 

Removal From Treatment Effluents 2 

Removing nutrients from effluents involves fur- & 10° 

ther treatment than that applied in secondary = 

treatment. This further treatment is called tertiary | 

treatment. Tertiary treatment can be performed in z 7 

many different ways. The most common methods |D 10 
are chemical precipitation and biochemical a 
methods or algal cultures and modified activated 8 

sludge processes. “10° 

Algal Cultures 
Much interest has been given to the use of algal 7 8 9 10 

cultures as a means of removing phosphorus from pH 

sewage treatment plant effluents. There is a pos- 
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trolled by light intensity. Carbon dioxide content Modified Activated Sludge 

in the water controls pH; therefore light intensity Activated sludge is a process where the solids in 
controls precipitation of calcium phosphate. Figure sewage are mixed with bacteria and oxygen in an 
6. shows why pH is important in removing calcium aeration tank. (See Figure 7) This reduces the 

phosphate from solution. The graph plots pH solids to a state where they will no. longer 
versus phosphorus. As pH increases the level of decompose. The resulting mixture is called sludge. 

phosphorus in solution decreases. After aeration the sewage goes into a clarifier. Here 

The minimum light intensity requirement for the effluent is discharged and the bacteria removed 

satisfactory algae growth vary from 100 to 200 during clarification are recycled into the weration 

foot-candles (f.c.). Since algal cultures are kept in tank. Recycling assures a constant supply of 
outdoor ponds. it is extremely difficult to maintain healthy bacteria. 
adequate illumination on any large scale. Ordinary A modification to the activated sludge process is 

algal culture ponds are constructed to depths of applied for the removal of nutrients. Conditions for 

not less than three feet because of area limitations. the removal of nitrogen are detrimental to the 

A depth of one foot of water or less is the removal of phosphorus and vice versa. The simul 
maximum depth at which an intensity of 100 fic. taneous removal of phosphorus and nitrogen has 

can be supplied. Hlumination is almost always never been achieved. Removal of nitrogen by 

sacrificed to save on land area. modified activated sludge method is to pump the 

In northern climates. during summer months, sewage from the aeration tank directly to the 

sunlight may be sufficient to allow pH adjustment — clarifier. (See Figure 7.) In the modified method an 

to occur. During the winter freeze-over, sunlight or anaerobic tank is inserted between the aerobic tank 

FIGURE 7 — FLOW CHART OF ACTIVATED SLUDGE PROCESS 

SEWAGE CLARIFI- EFFLUENT 

a AERATION CATION Out 

RECYCLING OF BACTERIA 

RICH SLUDGE 

artificial light would not be able to penetrate the and clarifier. (See Figure 8 on page 46). The 

layer of ice on the pond. During the winter, the bacteria in the anaerobic tanks function in the 

process would not yield sufficient results to com- absence of oxygen. 

pensate for money costs. In warmer climates the In the aeration tanks, oxygen is circulated with 
process would continue at a satisfactory level year the sewage to promote the formation of nitrates 
round, : , : (nitrification). Effluents are then pumped to the 

Other problems, besides light intensity are: anaerobic tank which induces the rapid formation 
1. Carbon must be artifically supplied. of nitrogen gas (denitrification) by the work of 

2. Removal efficiency is also affected by bacteria. The nitrogen gas is then allowed to flow 

temperature fluctuations. into the atmosphere. The process is completed 

3. Desired forms of algae need constant When effluents are discharged by the clarifier. Up 

maintenance. - to 90% removal of nitrogen can be accomplished 

4. Dead algal cells must be removed before Using this method. 
discharging of the effluent. _ The use of the modified sludge process is very 

These problems must be overcome before bifective when removing nitrogen relative to phos- 

adequate levels of nutrient removal are possible. phorus OF NICE’ META. If Wetusl practice: this 's nol 
Removals as high as 96% and 90% for phosphorus feasible because nitrogen and phosphorus exist in 

and nitrogen respectively, can be achieved if the W@8° simultancously. 
above conditions are met. (Continued on Page 16) 
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Come as you are! 
Now’s the time to sign up at your placement office for an interview with your 

friendly, straight-talking Bethlehem Steel Loop Course recruiter. This could be 

the start of something big! 

BETHLEHEM STEEL 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Terry Gooding, Kentucky ’65, 

met the challenge in mining at St. Joe 
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He’s Mine Superintendent at St. Joe’s Virburnum to St. Louis, only about 90 minutes drive, to the 
mine. It’s a responsible, challenging and rewarding zoo, shopping, pro baseball and football. (] St. Joe 
job with excellent future prospects. (] Terry and has challenging opportunities of many kinds in 
his wife Judy and their two children enjoy the good various locations, Southeast Missouri, Pittsburgh, 
life in Southeast Missouri. He hunts and fishes, Upper New York State and New York City. [J] You 
plays softball and golf. He takes Judy and the kids may find your challenge and your future with St. Joe. 

Grty> Producers and Marketers of Lead, Zinc, Zinc 
Oxide, Iron Ore Pellets, Iron Oxide, Agricultural 
Limestone, Cadmium, Copper Concentrates, Sil- 
ver and Sulphuric Acid. 

ST. JOSEPH LEAD CO., 250 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017 
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FIGURE 8 — FLOW CHART OF MODIFIED ACTIVATED SLUDGE PROCESS 
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(Continued from Page 13) Removal From Lakes and Streams 
Other Methods Most lakes have some nutrients in them. Some 

[he most important factor in eutrophication is lakes contain more than others. Removal of these 
control of nutrients that enter receiving waters. If nutrients involve different procedures than those 
control of nutrients at a sewage treatment plant is used in sewage treatment. 
unfeasible, other methods must be applied. Two Many methods of removing nutrients from lakes 
such methods are diversion and irrigation. have been tried. Some of these methods have 
Diversion succeeded in giving good results. Others have 

Phe prime cause of induced eutrophication is failed. A few methods now employed in Wisconsin 
the addition of domestic sewage and sewage are listed below: 
effluent into a lake. One way to combat this is by 1. Harvesting of algal and plant growth. 
diversion of the waste around a lake. Some 2. Aeration of lake bottoms. 
examples of diversion are presented below: 3. Dredging of lake bottoms. 

|. The diversion of the clear effluent around 4. Dilution. 
Lakes Waubesa and Kegonsa in the Madison 
Chain of Lakes. The clear effluent is Harvesting 
diverted through pipelines and open Of the four methods listed above, harvesting 
channels, about nine miles. to Badfish presents the best method for removing nutrients. 
Creek. Once the algae and plants are removed from a lake, 

2. Eutrophication in Lake Washington was the nutrients within their bodies are not available 
reversed by diverting the effluents that to other water plants. If nutrients are not available, 
once entered the lake. the self sustaining life cycle of algae and water 

Obviously, the cost of diversion is high. Con- plants is broken. 
struction of pipelines and channels are quite The cost of harvesting is quite high. Cost 
expensive. Smell is always a problem when a Coupled with problems of where to dispose of the 
channel is used: therefore, care must be taken not dried growths may not justify using harvesting. 
to place channels near populated areas. Care in disposal of the dried growths must be 
Irrigation taken. No benefit from using harvesting would be 

Sewage has been used for irrigation in the accomplished if the growths were deposited in an 
Southwestern United States and Europe where area where runoff waters could easily carry the 
water is in short supply. The use of effluents for nutrients contained in their bodies, into another 
irrigation has proved to be economical because the — lake. 
nutrients in the effluents stimulate plant growth. 
Care must be taken not to over irrigate with Aeration, Dredging, and Dilution 
sewage. Over fertilization with sewage, as with Aeration is a process where a lake bottom is 
common fertilizers, can cause plants to die. aerated to prevent stratification of water levels. 

Controlled irrigation has been quite successful Keeping the water in constant agitation keeps the 
in Wisconsin, as well as other states. In the future, growth rate of plants to a minimum. 
as more problems develop. in our lakes, more In Wisconsin, dredging of lake bottoms has been 
communities may find it feasible to dispose of used with mixed success. The use of dredging 
sewage effluents by irrigation. should reduce sunlight penetration by increasing 
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depth. With sufficient sunlight, plant spores on the In Wisconsin, legislation has been enacted for 
lake bottom cannot grow. the protection of public waters. Some examples 

Dilution has not been used very much in are: 

Wisconsin. “Dilution” simply means flushing a lake 1. Prohibition, of non-degradable detergents 
with fresh water containing a small amount of S. 144.14 
nutrients. By this method the concentration of 2. Reporting of intended new waste sources 
nutrients is reduced sufficiently. With fewer nutri- S. 144.555 
ents available plants cannot flourish. The obvious Passage of these laws is a step in the right 
problem of this method is where to obtain enough direction, but more must be done and soon. 

fresh water to sufficiently dilute a lake. . Similar legislation in other states has not been 
Aeration, dredging, and dilution, like harvesting, passed. This leads to the fact that the Federal 

are expensive procedures. In some cases expenses Government should make laws regarding pollution 
must be put aside in order to save a lake from nationwide. 
becoming eutrophic. Education can play a big part in combating 

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE eutrophication. Farmers could be taught new 
Previous portions of this report discussed fertilizing techniques which would limit losses of 

natural eutrophication, induced eutrophication and __ fertilizer to runoff waters. Property owners around 
its apparent causes, and nutrient sources with an lakes could be shown the harm they are doing by 
idea of their magnitude. Also, some control dumping raw sewage into their lakes. Numerous 
methods used today were explained. But what does other things could also be done. 
the future hold? No simple solution to the problem of induced 

Obviously, the need for further study is evident. eutrophication exists. The alarming problems of 
One particular problem is accurately measuring our growing population, and the increased per 
eutrophication in a body of water. A “Eutrophi- capita nutrient levels, make it exceedingly evident 
cation Index” could be used to determine at what that something must be done soon. Things will get 
stage in the eutrophication process a lake is at. No worse before they improve but they will not and 

study has yet been made to determine ways of cannot improve unless prompt attention and 

measuring changes in the eutrophic properties of a continued action are taken. esse 
lake. [***] 
ee Sf SS SY 

casting also helps to make parts stronger. 

Metal components tolerate loads better 
[= R ia [= DO Vi if they are designed to distribute stresses 

efficiently. Sharp corners or other abrupt 

sectional changes tend to restrict the 

uniform distribution of these stresses. 

= = The corner thus becomes a logical site 

O S HA IE Ee of fatigue failure. In a casting, it is a sim- 

ple matter to round out corners, blend 

* sections and taper connecting members 

One of the outstanding advantages 0 achieve a dedlai wilen Wil absteute 
. stresses. 

of Malleable lron Ca stings The illustration shows how stresses ‘‘set 

up’’ at sharp corners. A much smoother 

Casting is the simplest and most direct would be prohibitively expensive to pro- transfer of stresses was achieved when 

way of creating form and shape with metal. duce by any method other than casting. this part was switched to a Malleable 

Casting offers almost unlimited freedom By using the casting process for economy, casting (shown on the right). 

to the designer. A cast design is not re- ARLEN Gay 1 

stricted by sizes or shapes of mill stock, ame cle dy 
accessibility of tools, withdrawal allow- <i Po J / 1 es SQ 

ances for dies, or other limitations. DPR lh A nS 5 > Complex shapes, interior cavities, and ‘ef EPR ey. ~~ Laetp 
streamlined contours, which would be ee Re ail F a 

difficult or impossible to create with other —— Sz cae a 
methods, are simple with a casting. and Malleable iron for strength and ducti- = Cease 

. . . lity, these clamps combine service and hi 
For instance, consider the complexity “a 

of creating the dozens of teeth, lugs, holes value. te 

and collars on this pipe repair clamp. It The design freedom made possible by 

MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY - UNION COMMERCE BUILDING 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115 °UNDeRs sock” 
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An informal report on a few current projects at Shell. Some of them might seem like offbeat work 

for an oil company. But this is a company that contributes broadly and significantly to society. A 
company of experts that brings out the best in its engineering, scientific and business people. 

GaP Shell scientists Up, up and away tailor-make products by reassem- 
have come up with Spaceexploration bling hydrocarbon molecules. 

st improve- i i 
@ A ne were even fe ABE Wee Ourmostinteresting development 

“s the most talented sa, via our high- When it comes to your own de- 

cow tail. It's called VAPONA® in- T strength hydro- Ve!opment—so essential to our 
secticide. A plastic strip impreg- 2 gen peroxide  Pursuitofexcellence—we'rework- 
nated with it will kill flies in a cow SSS monopropellant, ing. constantly to recognize, utilize 
stall for up to three months. And Not to mention our 405" Catalyst, 274 help expand your knowledge 
VAPONA® insecticide combined which decomposes hydrazine 2d abilities. We plan work as- 
with CIODRIN® insecticide keeps —_ rocket fuel without heat.Onceout  Signments accordingly. We hold 
cows fly-free24hoursaday—even there, our AEROSHELL® _ _ in-house” courses in advanced 
out in pasture. Give you ideas for GREASE-15lubricatesthewheels technology and business, run 
further applications? of progress in a tape system and technical seminars, and 100°%o- 

high-gain antenna used to trans- reimburse career-related college 

Energy from under thesea « mit pictures down to earth. On Courses. But we don't stop there— 
Shell is heading be terra firma, Shell epoxy resins “a re striving to enrich the mix 
. PC) or our professionals with activi- 
into ever-deeper Ky protect launch pads, ground con- ties like d apt dt hi 

waterinthesearch %lLoBia trol equipment and missile con- _!€S |e developing and teacning 
for oil and natural “fee trol centersthatputthingsinorbit, | @dvanced courses, representing 
gas, We haverdes SeS2s8 Shell on industry committees, and 

signed and installed permanent The name of the game __. Fee We internal consult- 
drilling/production platforms as More gasoline per ing assignments. 
tall as a34-story building, with still barrel of crude oil €B~\< For information about openings 
bigger structures in the works. delights engi- Ee \ throughout Shell, sign at the 
And we are researching other neers, scientists <Z%-3 A Placement Office for an interview 
means for extending our opera- and conservation- with our Representative, or write 
tions even further into the sea. _ ists alike. Ournewhydrocrackers —_ to Dr. John Rae, Recruitment Rep- 
We are also searching on land in actually produce more than a _ resentative, Dept. E, The Shell 
16 states tohelp meet burgeoning gallon of refined product from a Companies, Box 2099, Houston, 
energy needs. gallon of feed stock. And we are = Texas77001. 

using sophisticated techniques to 

Shell trademark 

Acompany of experts 
Shell Oil Company + Shell Chemical Company « Shell 
Development Company * Shell Pipe Line Corporation 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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This is the image of a chemical engineer. 

Making our products. Making our — chemical engineering done in other 

processes work. Inventing new prod- _ people’s plants in collaboration with 

ucts, better processes. Lucky there are __ their chemical engineers. If it could be 

chemical engineers who love the life. done by merely jolly salesmen, we'd 

But some promising ones suspect be- use merely jolly salesmen. 

fore graduation that working on those This kind of chemical engineer lives 

products and processes year in and _ in a bigger world than the chemical 

year out with the same faces in the engineering image implies. It’s easier 

same places could prove—shall we say to avoid professional obsolescence if 

—tiresome? the scene changes daily. 

Give up chemical engineering then Intrigued prospective chemical en- 

—while there’s still a chance? gineers should drop a line to: 

ABSOLUTELY NOT! 
_. . EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

This is to break the news to chemi- —_ Business and Technical Personnel 

cal engineers contemplating anything — Rochester, N.Y. 14650 

so foolish that marketing the stuff may 

be more enjoyable than making it, 4" @¢*hoPPortunity employer 

Marketing is that branch of chemical 

engineering which relates what we can 
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If you’re the kind of engineering student who can’t 
stand the thought of someday sitting at the same desk in 
the same office day after day, then you’re one 
kind of engineer we want. The kind of engineer we 
want for a career in technical marketing. 

Engineers in this field spend most of their time out 
in the field. Systems sales and application engineers are 
always on the go. Talking with customers, selling 
products and systems. Solving other people’s problems. 

To do that, you have to understand a lot more than 
engineering. You have to understand people and how to 
communicate with them. And that can be one of the 
toughest jobs there is. 

Does it sound like a job you’re up to? Then maybe 
General Electric’s Technical Marketing Program has 
a place for you. 

Or places, rather. You might start out in upstate 
New York. And move on to southern California. 
Or Atlanta. Or Minneapolis. 

But wherever you decide to move with GE, you'll 
be learning the business. Learning in months what it 
takes some engineers years to learn. 

Our Technical Marketing Program is the one way 
to get away from it all and, at the same time, get ahead. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

For more information about technical marketing at General Electric, please write to 
Educational Relations and Recruiting, Room 801T. General Electric. 570 Lexinaton Avenue. New York NY 10099
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